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REVIEW ARTICLE

How forest fires kill trees: A review of the fundamental biophysical
processes

SEAN T. MICHALETZ & EDWARD A. JOHNSON

Biogeoscience Institute and Department of Biological Sciences, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Abstract
Postfire tree mortality is typically characterized using regression approaches that do not consider the causal processes linking
fire behavior and tree mortality. Recently, a growing number of studies has used biophysical process approaches that attempt
to define and independently validate these causal processes. Nevertheless, some foresters and ecologists are unfamiliar
with the approach and it remains a minority in fire ecology research. The purpose of this review is to describe in
straightforward terms the fundamental biophysical processes that link fire behavior to tree mortality. The review begins with
a brief introduction to heat transfer theory before moving on to combustion processes and forest fire behavior. A discussion
follows on how fire behavior is linked to injuries in the tree roots, bole and crown, and finally a biophysical process
framework for linking root, bole and crown injuries to tree mortality is outlined. It is hoped that this overview will promote
future process approaches and help to produce more predictive and general models of postfire tree mortality.

Keywords: Crown scorch, fire behavior, fire effects, heat transfer, prescribed burning, surface fire, tree mortality.

Introduction

Postfire tree mortality is typically modeled using a

logistic regression approach, which describes the

probability of mortality from binary mortality data

and a suite of covariates that characterize fire

behavior, fire effects and/or tree size (S. T. Michaletz

& E. A. Johnson, unpublished manuscript).

Although this may by useful for describing mortality

within a particular data set, it has several limitations

that can hinder progress towards a more mechanistic

understanding. For example, the approach cannot

explain why or how the covariates cause mortality,

and additional covariates cannot be included in the

model as the processes become better understood.

The models are not general, and a different analysis

is required for each individual situation. Indeed, a

recent literature survey found 45 papers published

since 1980 that contain at least one unique logistic

regression model of tree mortality (S. T. Michaletz &

E. A. Johnson, unpublished manuscript).

An alternative biophysical process approach seeks

to define and test the causal mechanisms linking fire

behavior and tree mortality. The mechanisms are

defined in terms of heat transfer, mass transfer and

fluid mechanics models (Fay, 1994; Incropera et al.,

2006), and are tested using independent experimen-

tal data. The models are constructed in a modular

fashion, so the functional relationships between

variables are clearly defined and processes can be

included or refined as they become better under-

stood. The mechanisms are the same for any tree in

any surface fire, so the models are general and can be

parameterized for any species, season or weather

condition. Process approaches are becoming more

common in fire ecology (e.g. Spalt & Reifsnyder,

1962; Van Wagner, 1973; Rego & Rigolot, 1990;

Dickinson & Johnson, 2004; Jones et al., 2004;

Michaletz & Johnson, 2006a), but they are still a

minority in postfire mortality studies.

Why are process approaches not more common? It

may be that some foresters and ecologists are

unfamiliar with the approach because it is not

included in traditional forestry and ecology training

programs. Therefore, the purpose of this review is to

discuss in straightforward terms the fundamental
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biophysical processes linking fire behavior and tree

mortality (Figure 1). Following a brief introduction

to heat transfer theory, combustion processes and

forest fire behavior are discussed. Then a summary is

presented of what is known about the mechanisms

linking fire behavior to injuries in the tree roots, bole

and crown. Finally, a framework for linking root,

bole and crown injuries to tree mortality is outlined.

The processes are explained without mathematics in

order to make the basic ideas more accessible.

Heat transfer processes

Heat produced by combustion can be transferred to

the tree and injure the roots, bole and/or crown

(Figure 1). It is important to distinguish heat, which

can be envisioned as the energy associated with

random molecular motion, from temperature, which

quantifies the average kinetic energy of the mole-

cules. This distinction is important because heat can

be transferred while temperature remains constant.

Heat transfer occurs by convection, conduction and

radiation. All wildfire effects on trees result from

these processes. Mass transfer and fluid mechanics

processes are also important in forest fires, but their

discussion here is limited to what is required for

understanding heat transfer theory. Readers desiring

a more complete discussion of mass transfer and

fluid mechanics may consult any introductory text

on transport processes (e.g. Fay, 1994; Incropera

et al., 2006).

Conduction

Conduction operates at the atomic and molecular

levels and can be envisioned as the transfer of energy

down a temperature gradient from more energetic

molecules to less energetic molecules (Incropera et

al., 2006). The energy of a molecule is related to its

random translational motion, internal motion and

vibrational motion. A collision between two mole-

cules transfers energy from the more energetic

molecule to the less energetic molecule, and this is

the mechanism of conduction. Conduction occurs

when there is no bulk motion of the molecules, so it

is most commonly found in solid materials, although

it may occur in fluids under certain conditions (e.g.

conduction from a solid body to a fluid; see

Convection section below). Transfer of free electrons

is another mechanism of conduction, but this

mechanism pertains primarily to pure metallic so-

lids.

The rate of conduction can be characterized by

Fourier’s law of conduction, a phenomenological

transport equation that is mathematically analogous

to Fick’s law of diffusion and Darcy’s law for

conduction of fluids. Fourier’s law suggests that the

rate of heat transfer between two points is deter-

mined by the temperature gradient between the

points, the cross-sectional area and the thermal

conductivity of the material. The thermal conduc-

tivity quantifies how well heat moves through the

matter. Specifically, it is the quantity of heat

transported through a unit area of the conducting

matter in a unit time under a unit temperature

gradient. Thermal conductivity varies with factors

such as water content, density and temperature.

When conduction is transient (i.e. the heat transfer

rate is changing), the volumetric heat capacity (the

ability of the material to absorb heat) also becomes

important. The ratio of thermal conductivity to

volumetric heat capacity is called thermal diffusivity,

which quantifies the ability of a material both to

transport and to absorb thermal energy. Both

thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity are

used to characterize the conducting ability of a given

material.

Convection

Convection heat transfer occurs when there is a

temperature gradient between a solid body (e.g. a

fuel element or tree bole) and a fluid that can

undergo bulk flow (e.g. air or water) (Incropera

et al., 2006). Like conduction, convection also

transfers energy via diffusion at the molecular level.

However, in addition to diffusion, convection also

transfers energy by bulk motion of the fluid (advec-

tion).

Convection can be characterized by Newton’s law

of cooling, which suggests that convection rates

depend on the temperature gradient between the

fluid and the surface of the body, the convective

surface area of the body and a phenomenological

heat transfer coefficient. The heat transfer coefficient

Figure 1. Heat transfer processes linking combustion processes

and tree tissue temperatures.

How forest fires kill trees 501
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depends on the interaction of the fluid and body, and

characterizes how well heat can move between the

two. At the fluid�body interface is a boundary layer

in which there is a gradient in fluid velocity and

temperature between the surface and the bulk fluid.

Heat transfer across the boundary layer requires

conduction from the surface to the fluid, and

advection from the boundary layer into the bulk

fluid. Thus, the boundary layer provides a resistance

to heat transfer, and convection rates are highly

dependent on characteristics of the boundary layer

(e.g. thickness and turbulence).

Heat transfer theory distinguishes between two

types of convection: free (natural) convection and

forced convection. They differ by the nature of the

bulk fluid flow and the associated boundary layer

development.

Free convection occurs when there is a tempera-

ture gradient between a body and a stationary bulk

fluid. The temperature gradient creates a density

gradient in the fluid, which is then acted upon by

gravity. This creates buoyancy forces that induce

bulk motion in the fluid. The thermal boundary

layer is created by heat diffusion between the body

and the fluid, which induces advective flows and

leads to boundary layer creation (Figure 2). A large

temperature gradient will result in high rates of free

convection, while a small temperature gradient will

result in low rates of free convection.

In forced convection, bulk flow is driven by an

external forcing condition such as wind. Boundary

layer development is determined by properties of the

fluid (e.g. velocity, viscosity and thermal conductiv-

ity) and the body (e.g. size, geometry and orienta-

tion) (Nobel, 2005). The velocity (and thus

temperature) distribution of the forced convection

boundary layer is different from that for free

convection (Figure 2). Flow velocities are higher

for forced convection than for free convection,

resulting in correspondingly higher rates of convec-

tion heat transfer.

In reality, free and forced convection occur

simultaneously and the total heat transfer is the

sum of both components. In practice, however, the

contributions of both convection processes can

be compared, and one or the other may be neglected

if it makes a relatively minor contribution. Both

types of convection are important for tree mortality

in forest fires.

Radiation

Thermal radiation is the emission of energy in the

form of electromagnetic waves or photons with

wavelengths between approximately 0.1 and

100 mm (visible light ranges from approximately

0.38 to 0.75 mm and photosynthesis absorbs light

between approximately 0.4 and 0.7 mm) (Incropera

et al., 2006). Thermal radiation occurs from all

matter with a temperature above absolute zero,

including solid bodies as well as fluids. The electro-

magnetic waves result from changes in electron

configurations by vibration and rotation of the

constituent atoms or molecules. Unlike conduction

Figure 2. Boundary layer development for free and forced convection on vertical plates. For free convection, boundary layer development

occurs in a stationary fluid as a result of temperature and density gradients between the plate and bulk fluid. For forced convection,

boundary layer development is driven by an externally forced bulk flow. g�gravitational acceleration; Ts�surface temperature;� T��
fluid temperature; u�fluid velocity; x�length dimension; y�length dimension; r��fluid density; gray bar�plate.
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and convection, which both require a temperature

gradient in matter, radiation requires no matter and

can occur in a vacuum.

Thermal radiation can be characterized by the

Stefan�Boltzmann law, which states that the flux of

energy emitted by a body (the emissive power) is

proportional to the emissivity of the body and the

fourth power of the absolute temperature of the

body’s surface. The emissivity is a proportionality

constant that gives the proportion of emissive power

relative to a perfect emitter (blackbody). An object

also receives thermal radiation from its surroundings

(e.g. fireline, sun or forest canopy). This incident

radiation can be either absorbed or reflected by the

material. The proportion of incident radiation ab-

sorbed by a body is called absorptivity. A body will

continue to emit and absorb energy until it comes

into thermodynamic equilibrium with its surround-

ings.

Thermal radiation between two bodies depends

on not only their temperatures and radiative proper-

ties, but also their geometry and orientation. Radia-

tion exchange between two bodies requires that the

bodies can ‘‘see’’ each other. For example, in order

to receive thermal radiation from the sun, you must

be standing in view of the sun and not in a shadow.

The proportion of energy emitted by one body that is

intercepted by another is called the view factor. The

view factor is a function of the geometry of the

objects and the distance between the objects. View

factors are required to calculate radiative exchange

between bodies, and values are available for a wide

variety of geometries (Howell, 1982).

Fire behavior

Combustion

Fire refers to combustion processes where the fuel

supply rates are controlled by positive feedback of

heat from the combustion process itself. Combustion

is an exothermic oxidation reaction that converts

volatile (gaseous phase) hydrocarbon fuels and oxy-

gen into various products including carbon dioxide,

water, carbon monoxide and unburned carbon (i.e.

soot and tar). However, forest fuels are initially in the

solid phase (organic polymers such as cellulose and

hemicellulose), and for oxidation to occur they must

first be broken down into short chains that can

volatilize. This thermal decomposition process is

known as pyrolysis (meaning literally ‘‘heat-di-

vided’’). The pyrolysis reaction is endothermic and

requires the addition of heat. It is important to note

that although pyrolysis is a prerequisite for oxidation

of forest fuels, it is technically not a component of

combustion because it is an endothermic reaction.

Pyrolysis can occur simultaneously with combustion,

but combustion itself requires the production of

heat which can only result from the exothermic

oxidation reaction. Readers can consult Cox

(1995), Drysdale (1999) and Ward (2001) for more

detailed discussions of combustion oxidation and

pyrolysis reactions.

During a forest fire, fuel elements are first

preheated so that solid fuel can dry and begin

to pyrolyze (Figure 3) (Byram, 1959). Once pyr-

olysis produces volatiles at a rate sufficient to sustain

oxidation, combustion can begin. Two types of

combustion in forest fires can be distinguished:

flaming combustion and smoldering combustion

(Simmons, 1995; Drysdale, 1999; Miyanishi, 2001;

Saito, 2001). Flaming combustion generally occurs

before smoldering combustion. Forest fire flames are

called diffusion flames, because the volatile fuel and

oxygen are initially separated and the fuel must

diffuse outwards from the interior of the flame and

oxygen inwards from the exterior of the flame (Cox,

1995; Saito 2001). Combustion occurs in the

zone where the gaseous fuel and oxygen mix, and

the mixing of these gases limits the combustion rate.

During flaming combustion, char and ash build up

on the surface of fuel elements until the pyrolysis

rate is insufficient to support the flame. At this point,

smoldering combustion can occur (Simmons, 1995;

Drysdale, 1999). Smoldering combustion lacks a

flame and oxidation occurs on the surface of

pyrolyzed solid fuel elements. Thus, the fundamen-

tal difference between flaming and smoldering

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of pyrolysis and oxidation for a

forest fuel element. Pyrolysis and combustion progress from left to

right. Pyrolysis occurs during preheating and combustion phases,

while oxidation only occurs during flaming and smoldering

combustion phases.

How forest fires kill trees 503
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combustion is the rate of pyrolysis (i.e. the supply

rate of gaseous fuel).

Combustion temperature varies according to the

degree of combustion and the amount of heat loss

from the system. Adiabatic flame temperatures are

those attained theoretically when there is complete

combustion and no heat loss from the system. For

forest fuels, the adiabatic combustion temperature is

approximately 132591008C (Drysdale, 1999), but

this value is never attained in real forest fires because

combustion is incomplete (producing char, tar, soot

and other products) and there is heat loss from the

system. Measurements of maximum flame tempera-

tures in wildland fires generally fall between 800 and

10008C (e.g. Weber et al., 1995; Butler et al.,

2004a), and such values are commonly used in

modeling studies (Oliveira et al., 1997; Butler

et al., 2004b). For smoldering combustion, max-

imum temperatures are lower than for flaming

combustion, because smoldering combustion is less

complete (e.g. production of aerosol smoke) (Sim-

mons, 1995; Drysdale, 1999). Measurements of

maximum temperatures for smoldering cellulosic

materials are typically between 600 and 7508C.

However, the rate of spread for smoldering combus-

tion is two orders of magnitude slower than for

flaming combustion.

Heat transfer into soil

Heat transfer in soil is an important and often

overlooked component of fire behavior. Soil is a

porous, composite material composed of organic

matter, mineral matter, gas and/or water (Hillel,

1998), so heat transfer through soil is a complex

phenomenon involving conduction, convection and

radiation. The thermal properties of soil vary accord-

ing to its mineral composition, structure (arrange-

ment of constituent particles) (Hillel, 1998) and the

volume fractions of organic matter, mineral matter

and water. Water movement is especially important,

because it can move easily through the porous soil

matrix and it carries enthalpy (heats of reaction, i.e.

endothermic or exothermic phase changes).

Several models have been developed for predicting

heat transfer in soil under forest fire conditions

(reviewed by Albini et al., 1996). The models seek

to predict soil temperature histories by linking soil

description variables (e.g. relative abundances of

minerals, particle shape and size distributions, bulk

density), soil environment variables (e.g. tempera-

ture, moisture content) and phenomenological

transport variables (e.g. hydraulic conductivity, ef-

fective vapor diffusivity, thermal conductivity). All of

the models use some form of Fourier’s law of

conduction, where an apparent thermal conductivity

is used to account for the combined effects of

conduction, convection, radiation and latent heat

of water vaporization (de Vries, 1958; Campbell

et al., 1994). The models vary in the way they

consider water. The simplest model ignores water

altogether (Steward et al., 1990), while the more

complex models couple water and heat transport in

various ways (e.g. Aston & Gill, 1976; Campbell

et al., 1995; Oliveira et al., 1997). In general, the

models indicate that heat penetration into soil

decreases with water content and increases with

thermal conductivity, heating duration and amount

of heat transferred to the surface.

Heat transfer into soil is driven by surface heating.

Surface heating is the result of an energy balance

between the fire and the surface, and it varies

according to the type of combustion. Flaming

combustion heats the surface by convection and

radiation, while smoldering combustion heats the

surface by conduction, convection and radiation. As

shown later, soil temperature histories vary greatly

between flaming and smoldering combustion. How-

ever, it is useful first to examine smoldering combus-

tion of the surface organic layer of the soil (duff).

Forest soils typically have a distinct layer of duff,

which is defined as the decomposing organic matter

(F and H layers) situated below the undecomposed

litter (L layer) but above the mineral soil (Miyanishi,

2001; Miyanishi & Johnson, 2002). In forest fires, the

duff layer can either reduce or increase heat transfer

through the soil. It can reduce heat transfer because it

has a lower thermal conductivity than mineral soil

(Hillel, 1998; Incropera et al., 2006); thus, it

provides insulation from the fire and confines the

temperature pulse to the area near the soil surface

(Frandsen & Ryan, 1986; Hartford & Frandsen,

1992; Zeleznik & Dickmann, 2004). The insulating

effect increases with duff water content (Frandsen &

Ryan, 1986; Valette et al., 1994) because soil

temperatures will not rise above 1008C until all of

the water has evaporated. However, duff can also

increase heat transfer into soil because it can burn via

smoldering combustion. Although smoldering com-

bustion produces a lower temperature than flaming

combustion, it has a much longer heating duration

that can persist for hours or days after the flaming fire

front has passed (Figure 4). Because of this longer

heating duration, smoldering combustion can actu-

ally produce a higher temperature rise at greater

depths in the soil compared to flaming combustion

(Figure 4) (Ryan & Frandsen, 1991; Hartford &

Frandsen, 1992).

To the authors’ knowledge, a process-based model

of smoldering duff consumption has not yet been

published, although models of smoldering combus-

tion in packed cellulosic materials should provide

504 S. T. Michaletz & E. A. Johnson
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insight (Miyanishi, 2001; Miyanishi & Johnson,

2002). It should be kept in mind that smoldering

combustion models are essentially heat budgets like

the soil heat transfer models described above,

although they include additional terms for endother-

mic pyrolysis and exothermic oxidation reactions.

For smoldering combustion to occur, heat produced

by oxidation reactions must be greater than heat lost

to evaporation of water, fuel preheating and pyr-

olysis, and heat transfer into the soil or air.

Fire plumes

Fire plumes are a free convection process resulting

from combustion within the fire front (Figure 5).

They can be divided into three regions: the persis-

tent flame, where heat is continually produced by

flaming combustion (oxidation) reactions; the inter-

mittent flame, where flaming combustion is irregu-

lar; and the buoyant plume, where flaming

combustion reactions do not occur (Figure 2)

(McCaffrey, 1979). The entire plume is character-

ized by a turbulent upward bulk flow of gases. This

bulk flow is driven by buoyancy forces that arise

from density differences between air heated by

combustion and ambient air (free convection) (Zu-

koski, 1995; Drysdale, 1999). As the gases rise,

ambient air is entrained from the edges of the plume,

causing plume width to increase with height and

plume temperature to decrease with height. The heat

transfer and fluid mechanics processes underlying

plume dynamics are well understood, and plume

temperature profiles can be estimated using simple

analytical models (e.g. Thomas, 1963; Michaletz &

Johnson, 2006a) as well as more complex numerical

models (Morton et al., 1956; Mercer & Weber,

1994; Mell et al., 2007).

Fire plumes can be tilted and/or distorted by wind.

In low-velocity winds with low turbulence intensities

(Finnigan, 2000, 2007), the plume may be simply

tilted without being distorted. These effects can be

incorporated into simple analytical models using a

trigonometric relationship that assumes a uniform

wind profile and neglects increased entrainment of

ambient air (Taylor, 1961; Thomas, 1964; Van

Wagner, 1973; Raj et al., 1979). Numerical methods

may also be employed. For example, wind profiles

can be linked directly with the fireline (e.g. Albini,

1981) and plume (e.g. Mercer & Weber, 1994) by

solving balance equations for mass, momentum and

energy (the Navier�Stokes equations). The advan-

tage of this approach is that wind velocity profiles can

Figure 4. Temperature histories of litter and mineral soil layers for two experimental fires. One fire burned by flaming combustion and had

incomplete duff consumption. The other fire burned by smoldering combustion and had complete duff consumption. (Data from Hartford

& Frandsen, 1992.)

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of a fire plume in a stationary

atmosphere. The three regions of a fire plume are indicated, as

well as lateral entrainment of ambient air from the edges.

How forest fires kill trees 505
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be used (e.g. over a grassland or under a forest

canopy) and increased entrainment into the plume

can be accounted for. In high-velocity winds with

high turbulence intensities, the plume may be se-

verely tilted and distorted. Increased mixing of

gaseous fuel and oxygen can also increase combus-

tion rates and, consequently, fireline intensity (By-

ram, 1959). In this case, there is increased

entrainment into the plume that cannot be described

by analytical models, so numerical methods are

required. The wind-blown plume approach de-

scribed above can be used (Albini, 1981; Mercer &

Weber, 1994), or a more complex coupled fire�
atmosphere model such as the Wildland�Urban-

Interface Fire Dynamics Simulator (Mell et al.,

2007).

Forest fire classification

Three classes of forest fire are recognized: ground

fires, surface fires and crown fires. This classification

is based on the type of combustion and fuels

involved and, for surface and crown fires, the frontal

intensity (Byram, 1959; Van Wagner, 1983). Ground

fires involve smoldering combustion of duff and

litter, which generally occurs after the flaming fire

front has passed (Kauffman & Martin, 1989) and

can persist for hours or days afterwards. Surface fires

involve flaming combustion of fine fuels on the forest

floor, including litter, and herbaceous and woody

plants. Surface fires are typified by intensities of less

than approximately 2500 kW m�1, although this

varies with canopy height, canopy moisture content,

weather, etc. (Cruz et al., 2006). Crown fires involve

flaming combustion of fine fuels in tree crowns, such

as branches, buds and foliage. Crown fires generally

have intensities greater than 2500 kW m�1, and can

be further classified as passive crown fires where

combustion requires a heat flux from surface fuels,

and active crown fires that can burn independently

of surface fuels (Van Wagner, 1977; Albini, 1981,

1985, 1986; Butler et al., 2004b).

Postfire tree mortality studies typically focus on

ground and surface fires because crown fires gen-

erally combust the entire crown and kill the tree.

Fire effects on trees

Tree mortality in surface fires is the result of several

complex, coupled processes (Ryan & Reinhardt,

1988; Parker et al., 2006), which can be direct (e.g.

heat transfer and the resulting tissue necroses) or

indirect (e.g. altered physiology, insect attack

and pathogenic infection). The focus here is on direct

processes, which are better understood than indirect

processes. First, the processes of heat-induced

cellular necrosis are described, followed by a dis-

cussed of what is known about how fires can cause

necrosis in tree roots, boles and crowns. Finally, a

process-based strategy for linking root, bole and

crown necroses to tree mortality is outlined.

Heat-induced cell necrosis

During a forest fire, heat transfer into the tree can

injure the roots, bole and crown. Elevated tempera-

tures in trees induce a variety of biophysical reper-

cussions, but work to date has focused primarily on

meristem necrosis (localized cell death) in the bole

and crown, because meristems can regenerate tissues

and organs that may be injured during the fire. Most

trees have two types of meristems: apical meristems

and lateral meristems (Figure 6). Apical meristems

are located within vegetative buds and produce

branches, buds, foliage, cones and/or flowers. Lat-

eral meristems are located in the vascular cambium

(under the bark and phloem) and produce xylem

and phloem vascular tissues.

Heat-induced necrosis is thought to result from

protein denaturation (Rosenberg et al., 1971). In fire

mortality studies, necrosis is usually assumed to

occur above a threshold temperature of 608C (e.g.

Van Wagner, 1973; Gutsell & Johnson, 1996;

Michaletz & Johnson, 2006a), although rate-process

models suggest that necrosis rates should increase

exponentially with temperature (Johnson et al.,

1974; Dickinson & Johnson, 2004). For example,

cells may die with prolonged heat exposure to

temperatures below 608C, while cells may live with

short exposure to temperatures above 608C.

Rate-process models have been used to describe

phloem parenchyma necrosis (Dickinson & Johnson,

2004; Dickinson et al., 2004), which is used as a

proxy for cambium necrosis because cambium stains

poorly and the tissues are located adjacent to each

other. Results show that cell mortality is essentially

complete at temperatures above 608C, supporting

the use of a 608C necrosis threshold. However, it is

also shown that necrosis can occur at lower tem-

peratures given sufficient exposure time, and fitted

models (Dickinson & Johnson, 2004; Dickinson

et al., 2004) enable the inclusion of temperature-

dependent necrosis rates into heat transfer models

(e.g. Jones et al., 2006). Dickinson and Johnson

(2004) caution that the results apply only to phloem

(and, as a first approximation, cambium) cells,

however, and that further work is required before

applying the results to other cell types such as apical

meristems. It should also be noted that the propor-

tion of cell necrosis required for the tissue to be non-

functional is currently not known, so further work is

required here as well.
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Bole

Heat transfer from a forest fire to a tree bole surface

occurs by radiation and convection. Heat may then

conduct from the surface, through the bark and into

the interior of the bole. The vascular cambium lies

underneath the bark (Figure 6). Spalt and Reifsny-

der (1962) recognized that cambium necrosis could

be modeled as one-dimensional conduction into a

semi-infinite solid (Fourier’s law). This approach is

appropriate for bark because the temperature gra-

dient driving conduction occurs perpendicular to the

bole surface, bark thickness is negligible relative to

its width and length, and the relevant conduction

does not occur through the interior of the bole

(owing to the thickness of bark relative to bole

diameter as well as the low thermal conductivity of

wood). The semi-infinite solid model suggests that

vascular cambium necrosis depends on the tempera-

ture gradient through the bark, the heating duration,

and also the thermal conductivity, specific heat and

thickness of the bark (see Conduction section above;

Spalt & Reifsnyder, 1963; Dickinson & Johnson,

2001). In particular, such models predict that the

time required for cambium necrosis should scale as

the second power of bark thickness. This prediction

has been confirmed empirically by several studies

(reviewed in Dickinson & Johnson, 2001), most

notably Hare (1965), who found a mean scaling

exponent of 2.3.

Although measurements of the thermal properties

of bark are scarce (e.g. see Spalt & Reifsnyder, 1962;

Martin, 1963; Reifsnyder et al., 1967; Koch, 1969),

results suggest that thermal diffusivity is nearly

constant among species despite significant differ-

ences in water content and density. This counter-

intuitive result makes sense given that bark of all

species is made primarily of cellulose, and the

variables that cause an increase in thermal conduc-

tivity (water content and density) also cause an

increase in heat capacity, so that the effects of

changes in water content and density are counter-

acted (Martin, 1963). Despite this constancy, how-

ever, both Martin (1963) and Reifsnyder et al.

(1967) provide relationships for calculating thermal

diffusivity as a function of bark water content. When

the relationships in Martin (1963) were used to

predict necrosis depths in trembling aspen (Populus

tremuloides Michx.), white spruce [Picea glauca

(Moench) Voss] and lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta

Dougl. Ex. Loud.), depths varied by only 0.06 cm

(S. T. Michaletz & E. A. Johnson, unpublished

manuscript). Thus, it appears that variation in

thermal conductivity has minor effects on conduc-

tion through bark so, as suggested by Fourier’s law,

bark thickness is the primary variable controlling

cambium necrosis in fires. Bark thickness varies

linearly with bole diameter (Spalt & Reifsnyder,

1962; Ryan & Reinhardt, 1988), so one would

Figure 6. A tree as a population of meristems. Apical meristems are located in vegetative buds and produce primary growth (e.g. height),

while lateral meristems are located in the vascular cambium (under the bark and phloem) and produce secondary growth (e.g. diameter).

Root apical meristems are not shown. (Tree image copyright # 2006 by Houghton Mifflin Co., adapted and reproduced by permission

from Pickett et al., 2000; apical meristem image copyright # 2007 by R. D. Lineberger, adapted and reproduced by permission from

Lineberger, 2007; vascular cambium image copyright # 2002 by Pearson Education, adapted and reproduced by permission from

Campbell & Reece, 2002.)
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expect to see cambium necrosis in small individuals

with thin bark before large individuals with thick

bark. Bark thickness also varies among species (Spalt

& Reifsnyder, 1962), and cambium necrosis will

occur in larger trees for species with relatively thin

bark (e.g. lodgepole pine) than species with thick

bark (e.g. trembling aspen).

Most one-dimensional conduction models require

that the temperature variation over time be specified

at the bole surface. This temperature is generally

assumed to be constant and is taken as the flame

temperature. In reality, surface temperatures are not

constant, but rather rise and fall with passage of the

flaming fireline. Rego and Rigolot (1990) present a

simple numerical method that can be used to

incorporate time�temperature curves at the bole

surface. Ideally, however, the boundary condition

at the surface should reflect a heat balance that

considers radiation and convection to the bole sur-

face as well as conduction into the bole and radiation

and convection to the surroundings. Other energy-

absorbing processes, such as evaporation, should be

considered as well. Recently, a one-dimensional

model has been developed that considers such

processes (Jones et al., 2004). The model imposes

a heat flux rather than a temperature at the bole

surface and includes such processes as bark swelling,

drying and pyrolysis. The flux boundary condition

also makes it possible to link the model with fire

behavior models, which cannot predict bole surface

temperatures but can predict heat flux on a bole

surface.

One-dimensional models are useful for predicting

heat transfer through bark, but they assume that

heating around the bole is uniform. If the heating is

not uniform, they can be applied on a local basis, but

they ultimately fail for small bole diameters (less

than approximately 2�4 cm) (Jones et al., 2004).

One-dimensional models are also inappropriate for

predicting temperatures in the center of a bole,

which are affected by conduction from the entire

outer surface. More recent work has sought to

predict two-dimensional temperature distributions

throughout tree boles (Costa et al., 1991; see also

Potter & Andresen, 2002). In contrast to one-

dimensional models, these models can allow for

variation in temperature or heat flux around the

bole and can predict temperatures within the sap-

wood and heartwood (although the heat effects on

these tissues are currently not understood). Two-

dimensional models are more difficult to use, but

predicted stem temperatures match experimental

measurements well (Costa et al., 1991; Potter &

Andresen, 2002).

When cambium necrosis occurs around the entire

bole circumference (girdling), the bole will be unable

to regenerate phloem and xylem in that area. Note

that when a tree is girdled by fire, cambium necrosis

is always accompanied by phloem necrosis because

phloem is external to the cambium. The crown of a

girdled tree will continue to fix carbon and grow, but

with a phloem girdle photosynthate will not be

transported to roots. The root system must rely on

carbohydrate reserves; eventually, these reserves will

be depleted, fine-root production will cease and the

tree will die from water stress (see below).

When cambium necrosis does not occur around

the entire bole circumference, partial bole girdling

may occur and produce a fire scar. Fire scars

generally occur during windy conditions and have

been observed to form on the downwind (leeward)

side of boles. Higher surface temperatures have been

measured on the leeward side of boles and cylinders

in fires (Fahnestock & Hare, 1964; Tunstall et al.,

1976). Gutsell and Johnson (1996) present a theory

of fire scar formation, suggesting that fire scars result

from an interaction between the moving fireline and

patterns of airflow around a tree. As wind blows

around a tree, a pair of vortices is created on the

leeward side (Figure 7). As the fireline passes

the tree, a standing leeward flame develops within

these vortices (Figure 8), increasing both the heating

duration and the flame temperature. This causes

variable heating around the bole circumference that

can result in a fire scar. Development of the leeward

vortices is shown to vary with the horizontal wind

velocity as well as the bole diameter, and fire scar

formation is more likely in high-velocity winds or

large-diameter trees. This can be calculated using

the Reynolds number, which in air equals the

product of the horizontal wind velocity and the

bole diameter. Small trees rarely have fire scars

because they do not alter the flow and cause vortices,

and also because they are often killed by complete

bole girdling or crown necroses (see below).

Crown

Tree crowns can be divided into three types of

components: branches, buds and foliage. Heat

transfer from the fireline and plume to crown

components occurs by radiation and convection

processes (Figure 1), although convection is the

dominant process (Packham, 1970; Van Wagner,

1977; Cruz et al., 2006). The processes governing

crown component necroses were first explored by

Van Wagner (1973), who derived a semi-mechanistic

regression model of necrosis height. The model was

innovative because it used buoyant plume theory to

suggest how fireline intensity, ambient temperature

and necrosis temperature (608C) were functionally

related to crown necroses. In particular, it predicts

508 S. T. Michaletz & E. A. Johnson
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that necrosis height should scale with the 2/3 power

of fireline intensity. However, the model relies on an

empirical proportionality factor k to account for the

heat transfer processes linking plume and crown

component temperatures. The 2/3 power scaling

relationship has been validated by several authors,

but estimates of the proportionality factor k have

varied widely (Van Wagner, 1975; Burrows et al.,

1989; Saveland et al., 1990; Finney & Martin, 1993;

Michaletz & Johnson, 2006a). Such variation is

expected because heat transfer processes vary for

every individual situation (e.g. different crown com-

ponents, species, seasons and sites). Thus, although

the Van Wagner model may be useful for describing

data sets (e.g. 2/3 power scaling), it is not appro-

priate for use in a predictive sense.

Michaletz and Johnson (2006a) derived and

validated a heat transfer model of crown compo-

nent necroses in fires. As in Van Wagner (1973),

buoyant plume theory is used to estimate plume

temperatures. However, rather than estimating k by

correlation of experimental data, k is calculated

theoretically using a simple heat transfer model.

This provides generality and also the ability to

distinguish between branch, bud and foliage ne-

croses, which have different physiological effects.

The heat transfer model is a heat budget that equates

convection to the crown component surface with

accumulation in the interior. Crown components are

small, so conduction within them can be ignored. In

addition to the variables identified by Van Wagner

(1973), the model suggests that necrosis height is

controlled by the temperature gradient between the

plume and crown, the residence time and four

thermophysical properties of the crown component

(heat transfer coefficient, surface area, mass and

specific heat capacity). These variables vary among

crown components, species and season, which helps

to explain why k varies between fires (Van Wagner,

1975; Burrows et al., 1989; Saveland et al., 1990;

Finney & Martin, 1993; Michaletz & Johnson,

2006a) and why crown injury varies among species

Figure 7. Air flow around a tree bole as a function of increasing

Reynolds number (from Gutsell & Johnson, 1996). In air, the

Reynolds number is the product of the horizontal wind velocity

and the bole diameter. Lines indicate streamlines. (a) Laminar

unseparated flow; (b) formation of attached vortices in lee; (c)

formation of laminar vortex sheet (vortices alternately shed into

wake); (d) formation of turbulent vortex sheet; (e) turbulent

boundary layer; (f) re-establishment of turbulent vortex sheet.

(Image copyright # 1996 by NRC Research Press, adapted and

reproduced by permission from Gutsell & Johnson, 1996.)

Figure 8. The interaction of a wind-blown fireline and leeward

vortices on a tree bole (from Dickinson & Johnson, 2001, sensu

Gill, 1974). When a wind-blown fireline reaches the center

periphery of a tree bole (a), the flame is drawn into the leeward

vortices and produces a standing leeward flame (b). As the fireline

passes the bole, the standing leeward flame increases (c) and then

decreases (d) in height. Once the fireline has completely passed

the leeward vortices, the standing leeward flame has completely

receded (e). (Image copyright # 2001 by Elsevier, adapted and

reproduced by permission from Dickinson & Johnson, 2001.)
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or seasons (Ryan & Reinhardt, 1988; Swezy & Agee,

1991; Glitzenstein et al., 1995; McHugh & Kolb,

2003; McHugh et al., 2003). Importantly, the model

also predicts substantial differences between bud

and foliage necrosis heights (Figure 9), thus illus-

trating why heat transfer processes need to be

considered when predicting crown necroses.

One important issue identified by the heat transfer

model (Michaletz & Johnson, 2006a) is the ‘‘shield-

ing’’ effect of foliage, which reduces convection rates

to crown components (Michaletz & Johnson,

2006b). As discussed above, convection rates depend

on boundary layer development around the crown

components. For leafless (dormant) trees, boundary

layer development can be modeled by treating crown

components as cylinders (Nobel, 1974; Landsberg

et al., 1974; Hamer, 1985). Foliated crowns are

more complicated, because foliage creates aerody-

namic interference (Landsberg & Thom, 1971;

Grant, 1983, 1984) that reduces plume velocity

through the foliage. This increases boundary layer

thicknesses and, hence, reduces rates of convection

to crown components. These shielding effects de-

pend on foliage structure (e.g. length, density and

porosity) (Landsberg & Thom, 1971; Grant, 1984)

and are especially pronounced in needle-leaf species,

which have a less porous foliage structure (volume of

air per unit volume of foliage) than broadleaf species.

A few relationships exist for estimating the shield-

ing effects of foliage, but most were developed using

individual silver cast branch replicas (Tibbals et al.,

1964; Gates et al., 1965). These relationships are

not representative of a population of real branches in

a forest canopy because the experiments were not

replicated and the thermophysical properties of

wood and silver are different. More recently, how-

ever, relationships were obtained for real white

spruce and lodgepole pine branches (Michaletz &

Johnson, 2006b). The results show that foliage

reduces rates of heat transfer relative to branches.

In a fire, this will have the effect of reducing necrosis

heights of foliated crown components relative to

leafless crown components (Michaletz & Johnson,

2006a).

Roots

There has been very little work addressing fire effects

on roots, so our understanding of this area is limited.

Nevertheless, it is possible to outline the fundamen-

tal processes that govern the effects of fire on roots.

Heat transfer from a forest fire to roots involves

three processes: (1) heat transfer from the fire to the

soil surface, (2) heat transfer through the soil, and

(3) heat transfer from the soil and into the root. Heat

transfer from the fire and through the soil (described

above) will heat the surface of the root, and the

temperature gradient from the root surface to the

root interior will drive conduction into the root. An

additional resistance may occur at the root�soil

Figure 9. Comparison of predicted necrosis heights for foliage (white spruce and Scots pine) and vegetative buds (white spruce and

lodgepole pine) at Ta�158C (bottom boundary of each area) and Ta�358C (top boundary of each area). Fireline intensity has been power-

transformed to illustrate the 2/3 power scaling relationship predicted by buoyant plume theory; untransformed values are shown on a scaled

axis (top) for comparison. (From Michaletz & Johnson, 2006a.)
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interface, which generally has different physico-

chemical properties from the bulk soil (Gregory,

2006). Vascular cambium necrosis results from

conduction through bark, and root apical meristem

necrosis by conduction into the root tip.

To the authors’ knowledge, there have been no

attempts to link soil and root heat transfer models to

predict root temperatures during fires. However, soil

heat transfer models have been used to predict the

soil depth where lethal temperatures (608C) are

attained, assuming that roots are in thermal equili-

brium with the surrounding soil (Steward et al.,

1990; J. J. Choczynska & E. A. Johnson, unpublished

manuscript). This assumption is equivalent to ignor-

ing conduction within the root and assuming that the

entire root responds instantaneously to a heat flux

applied at its surface. This has not been tested for

roots, but it is probably appropriate for very small

diameters that have a negligible temperature gradi-

ent (e.g. fine roots). However, the assumption is

inappropriate for larger diameter roots, and conduc-

tion through the root must be considered. Large

roots also span a relatively large vertical distance

(and hence temperature gradient), so they will have

an uneven heat flux applied around the circumfer-

ence of the root. In any case, heat transfer through

soil needs to be linked with heat transfer in roots in

order to estimate necrosis depths for various root

size classes.

The use of a threshold necrosis temperature

(608C) for roots may be a particular concern.

Smoldering combustion can cause soil heating that

persists for hours or even days, and rate-process

models suggest that necrosis can occur at tempera-

tures below 608C, provided the heating duration is

long enough (Johnson et al., 1974; Dickinson &

Johnson, 2004; Dickinson et al., 2004). For example,

complete cell necrosis occurred in trembling aspen

(Populus tremuloides Michx.) phloem tissue that was

exposed to 498C for 75 min (Dickinson & Johnson,

2004). Unfortunately, rate-process models have not

been parameterized for tree root tissues, but there is

evidence that root necrosis can occur at temperatures

below 608C (Zelenik & Dickmann, 2004). Empirical

and theoretical temperature distributions in soil show

that the rate of temperature decrease with depth is

very small for temperatures below 608C (Aston &

Gill, 1976; Oliveira et al., 1997), so assuming a

threshold of 608C could lead to errors in necrosis

depth estimates of several centimeters. Further

research is required to fit rate-process models to

root tissue necrosis data, and rate-process necrosis

models need to be linked with soil time�temperature

profiles (e.g. Jones et al., 2006) to obtain accurate

estimates of root necrosis depth.

Linking bole, crown and root injuries to tree mortality

After predicting fire effects on individual roots, boles

and crown components, one is still faced with the

challenge of linking these together to predict tree

mortality. As discussed in the introduction, this has

traditionally been approached using logistic regres-

sion, although more recently Michaletz and Johnson

(unpublished manuscript) have proposed a biophy-

sical process approach. The model uses an allome-

trically based sapwood area budget to describe the

scaling between the variables that control various

necroses in the roots, bole and crown. It is general to

any tree species in any fire, and it has modular

construction so that processes can be included or

refined as they become better understood. The

current derivation focuses on meristem necroses in

the bole and crown (Figure 6). Root necroses, partial

bole girdling (Gutsell & Johnson, 1996) and indirect

mortality mechanisms (e.g. altered physiology, insect

attack, pathogenic infection) are not currently con-

sidered, because the causal processes are not well

understood. It is stressed, however, that these

processes can be included once they are better

understood.

The model quantifies tree mortality as the propor-

tion of vegetative buds that are killed in the crown

(S. T. Michaletz & E. A. Johnson, unpublished

manuscript). This approach was chosen over a

binary dead or alive outcome because tree popula-

tion and forest ecosystem processes are more func-

tionally related to module density than individual

tree density (Harper, 1977; Waring & Running,

1998; Nobel, 2005). It is assumed that the tree will

die if the bole is girdled or if all of the buds in the

crown are killed. If one of these conditions does not

occur, the tree is alive but mortality is still expressed

as the proportion of buds that die.

To predict cambium and bud necroses, a buoyant

plume model is used to estimate the vertical tem-

perature distribution above the fire (Raupach,

1990). This temperature distribution then drives

heat transfer into the bole and crown. Vascular

cambium necrosis is estimated using a one-dimen-

sional conduction model (see above; Spalt & Re-

ifsnyder, 1962) and vegetative bud necrosis height is

estimated using a heat transfer model of crown

scorch (see above; Michaletz & Johnson, 2006a).

To link cambium and bud necroses to tree mor-

tality (proportion of dead buds), it is necessary to

describe the scaling of bole bark thickness with the

vertical bud distribution in the crown. This is

accomplished using tree allometry models. For a

tree of a given diameter at breast height (dbh), a stem

taper model (Newnham, 1991) is used to predict the
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basal bole diameter, from which the basal bark

thickness is calculated (Ryan & Reinhardt, 1988).

The vertical bud distribution is estimated using a

sapwood area budget. This is an appropriate frame-

work because resource distribution is a fundamental

process driving tree form (e.g. Shinozaki et al., 1964;

Patterson, 1992; West et al., 1999; Dreyer & Puzio,

2001; Banavar et al., 2002; Niklas & Spatz, 2004).

The budget is derived from stem taper and sapwood

area allometry models and accounts for changes in

sapwood area along the bole. If sapwood area is

conserved, the budget essentially describes the ver-

tical branch distribution along the bole. To predict

the vertical bud distribution, the model assumes that

the ratio of sapwood area to number of buds is

constant throughout the tree (this is based on the pipe

model assumption of a constant Huber value; Shi-

nozaki et al., 1964). Hence, changes in sapwood area

along the bole describe the vertical bud distribution.

Sapwood area budgets and vertical bud distributions

for white spruce are illustrated in Figure 10.

Model simulations for white spruce, lodgepole

pine and trembling aspen in surface fires (intensities

B2500 kW m�1) indicate that mortality for these

species is primarily a result of bole girdling. Vegeta-

tive bud necrosis was only important for leafless

(dormant) aspen trees less than approximately 35 cm

dbh at relatively high fireline intensities (]

1500 kW m�1). The model explains why small trees

are more likely to be killed in a fire than large trees: as

a tree grows larger, the basal bark thickness increases

until it is thick enough to insulate the cambium from

the fire. The tree also grows taller, elevating the

vegetative buds above the lethal plume temperatures.

There is reasonable agreement between model

predictions and postfire mortality data (Ryan &

Reinhardt, 1988; S. T. Michaletz & E. A. Johnson,

unpublished manuscript), which is encouraging con-

sidering that the predictions were derived from first

principles and are completely independent of the

experimental data. The model does not predict the

data perfectly, however, because there are several

important processes that are not considered in the

current derivation.

The most obvious of these is root necrosis. To

include root necrosis, the depth of lethal heat

penetration into the soil needs to be combined

with a vertical root distribution, and the vertical

root distribution needs to be allometrically related to

the tree dbh. Several issues must be resolved before

this can happen. Firstly, a more sophisticated fire

behavior model is required so that the flaming

Figure 10. Sapwood area taper exponents (a), sapwood area taper

(b) and vertical bud distributions on normalized (c) and absolute

axes (d) for the live crown portion of white spruce boles (zlcb5z5

Z) across a range of size classes (5.05dbh5100.0 cm). Normal-

ized height (z � zlcb)/(Z � zlcb)�0 corresponds to the crown

bottom and (z � zlcb)/(Z � zlcb)�1 corresponds to the crown top.

dbh�diameter at breast height (cm); z�vertical height above

ground (m); Z�tree height (m); zlcb�height of live crown base

(m). (From S. T. Michaletz & E. A. Johnson, unpublished

manuscript.)
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fire front can be linked to smoldering duff consump-

tion. Physically based fire dynamics models (e.g.

Mell et al., 2007) as well as development of

smoldering duff consumption models will help to

resolve this issue. Secondly, heat transfer models for

roots are required to link soil and root temperatures.

This should be relatively straightforward. Thirdly,

allometric models are required for predicting vertical

root distributions in terms of above-ground tree size

(dbh). Recent developments relating root distribu-

tions to above-ground size, soil conditions and

climate may eventually prove useful (e.g. Schenk &

Jackson, 2002; Laio et al., 2006).

Fire effects on tree physiology are also not well

understood. Reductions in leaf area (Michaletz &

Johnson, 2006b) and fine-root area will affect tree

carbon and water budgets. How partial bole girdling

interacts with root and foliage necroses to alter tree

physiology remains unclear. Insight may be gleaned

from the general tree physiology literature.

Conclusions

Although biophysical process approaches are un-

common in fire ecology, they contribute substan-

tially to our understanding of the causal processes

governing tree mortality in forest fires. While the

approach may be unfamiliar to some foresters and

ecologists, it may become more familiar with the

development of user-friendly software, such as Fire-

Stem (Butler et al., 2004c) and Crown Scorch

(Michaletz & Johnson, 2006c), which allows users

to predict effects using the process models without

having to be caught up in modeling details.
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